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Communications 

Formation of an Amorphous Form of Quartz 
under Shock Conditions 

PAUL S. DE CARLI AND J om" C. JAMI ESON* 

PVl/iter Laboratories, Stanford Research In stitllte , 
oM enlo Park, California 
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fluorescence, and x-ray powder pattern of this material 
were the same as the fragments recovered from the 600 
kilobar tests, i.e. an amorphous form of Si02• 

In further experiments, !-in. diameter cylindrical 
crystals were loaded by a cylindrically converging 
shock. The mach disc pressure was again 360 kilobars, 
confined to a region of radius 0.09 in. Outside this region 
t he pressure fell away to 170 kilobars. These specimens 
were amorphous in the center, crystalline outside the 
mach disc region. 

For a pressure of 360 kilobars, the temperature of 
the quartz was calculated to be at most 870 OK. This 
reduced after shock passage to SlS oK. To make the 
pressure-temperature calculations, Bridgman's datal 
for the compression of quartz and fused quartz to 100 
kilobars were analytically fitted to the Murnaghan 
equation2 

l+I'Pl k= (PIPo)r. 

The constants determined were, quartz, r=8.509 and 
kl r=0.04353 megabars; fused quartz, r=5.5977 and 
kl r=0.03993 megabars. 

There are a number of possible ex 'Planations for the 
formation of amorphous material from single crystals 
in these eX'Periments. 

(1) Although hydrodynamic theory has been suc
cessfully applied to the explanation of a variety of 
eHects associated with the passage of intense shock 

I N order to interpret equations of state data on " 'aves through solids, the theory may not fit the case of 
substances under high pressure shock conditions, it quartz. Hence the pressure and temperature calcula

is necessary to know the phase present under shock. In tions may be in error and the phenomenon observed 
a series of tests in which the samples were recovered was simply fusion under lower pressures and higher 
after shock loading, an interesting change was obsernd temperatures than those calculated. 
in quartz single crystals. (2) If a great many dislocations arc formed in the 

Specimens cut from natural quartz crystals to 1 in. X 1 shock front, the re\"ersion of the disordered state to 
in.X t in. were struck by explosively driven aluminum rrystallinity may be mechanically impossible. This 
plates. The shock pressure was calculated to be slightly explanation may be related to the disordering of quartz 
in excess of 600 kilobars. X-ray powder patterns showed by neutron bombardment. 3 

the recovered fragments to be amorphous. These frag- (3) A l(lha (or beta) quartz may melt metastably at 
ments had a density of 2.22 glcc and were optically temperatures well below the melting point of the 
isotropic, n= 1.46. The fragments \rere either milky- ~table form of Si02 • This last hypothesis is supported 
white or transparent and showed moderate fluorescence at least qualitatively by current data. 
under uv illumination. The temperature of the quartz It should be noted that under the pressure and tem
was calculated to Le no greater than 1400 OK during perature conditions of these experiments alpha quartz 
shock, and no grea ter than 1000 ° h. immedia.tely after is . ullstaLle "ith respect to coesite. 4 Howe\"er under 
the shock. static conditions at 400 °C, this transformation is 

Similar specimens were eX'Plosi\"ely loaded to calcu- sluggish and it prohably woule! ;-)ot ha\"e time to take 
lated pressures of 350 kilobars. The fragments " 'ere place during shock. Therefore under transient high 
milky in appearance, but the x-ray po\rder patterns pressures quartz which is metastable itself may t'rans
showed broadened lines of alpha Cjuartz. These frag- form to another metastable state. Such transformations 
ments had densities of approximately 2.M. have been previously demonstrated in CaC035 under 

Quartz crystals, t in. in diameter and ~ in . long, sta tic high pressures. 
were traversed by the mach disc region of a cylinclrically .1\ simple usc of the Mw-naghan fits for quartz and 
converging shock wave. The pressure in this region \\"US fused quartz indicates that above 600 kilobars the glass 
a calculated 360 kilobars. The crystals were frequently is more dense than the crystalline material. However, 
recovered almost whole, showing original crystal faces Bridgman and Simons report formation of glasses with 
and terminations. The index of refraction, density, densities up to 2.61 after compression by pressures of 
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200 k ilob;Lr~. Thl'~c resl1 lt~ suggest that t hl' ('xtrapoi;t
Lion past 100 kilo]Ja rs of the 1\1 urnaghan ('qllation for 
fused silica is not good. It is therefore not impossible 
that a glass becomes t he denser phase at consirlerably 
less than the predicted 600 kilobars. In this ca~l', the 
formation of a glass in these experiments i~ therm\)
elynamically possible although the glass itself is mct a"
table with respect to coesite. The gla_s is prC'scrwri 
after shock by the sluggishn ess of the recrysta ll izatioll 
process. 

This glassy transition is apparl'n tly !lot peculiar to 
quartz. In another experiment , an albitc (NaAISiaOs) 
crystal was transform('u to a glass by an over 600 
kilobar shock. 

• Present address: l 'nivcrsity of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois. 
I P. \V . Bridgman, i'roc. Am .. \ cad. Arts and Sci. 76, 68 11 C)-lin. 
2 F. D. Murnaghan, Fillite Dejflnna/iult of all Elastic Solid 

(John Wiley & Sons, Tn c., NCII' York, 1951 ). 
'See for example \\'. Primak . Phl·s. ReI' . 110, 12.jO ( 1 'lSi" 
4 G. j . F. Mac ])o~alcl , Am . .I . Sci. :i54, 71 3 ( 19S(1 1. 
' J. c. Jamieson, J. Ceol. 65, 3,~4 11<)57). __ 
61'. \\'. Rrirlgman a nd r. Simon. J .. \ 1'1'1. Pln-s. 24 . .jIb 11\.1.b . 

Structure of Tetracobaltdodecarbonyl 

PAOLO CORRADI:'>I 

h/itllio di C/iimica Indll sirillie dd P,,/i/cCllho, Milallo, Italy 

(Rt'ceh 'cd .\ugust 17, 19.'i9) 

TETR ACOBALTDOIJECARBON YL, \\'lw~e strut '
tura l determination we have undcrtaken, crystal

lizes in the rhombic systcm with the following unit cell 
constants: a= 11.66±0.07 A, b=8.94±0.OS A, (= 

17.l4±O.1O A, N=4, spacc group Pew. 
The Patterson projections along the three axes may 

be interpreted by supposing that cobalt atoms are dis
posed at the verticcs of a regular tetrahedron with 

FIG. 1. Projection of the structure on (010) , showing the icosa
hedral arrangement of oxygen atoms within each molecule. 
Vicariant molecules around the twofold axes (t, t, z) (t, t, z) are 
" .(}/ dJ;;. 

2A 

FIG. 2. Preli minary Fourier projection of the electron densil~' 
Oil (0 10). Levels en'ry 4, 6, 8, ... e/ A2. 

f raet ional coord i 11;( t rs: 

X \' : 

Cot]) 0.250 0.411 0.1 22 
Co (ll ) 0.358 0.168 n .122 
Co l III ) 0.142 0.168 0.122 
CoO \' ) 0.2,::;0 0. 250 C).2·w' 

The cobal t- cobalt distances are 2.S0±0.05 .-\ com
pan·d with the value (2 .54 A) quoted for CO2 (CO)g.1 

The t wo[old axis (t, t, ::;) passes through Co(I\,) 
pl'qwndieularl:-' to the equilatrral triangle Co ( l) 
('o(lll - Co ( I1T ) so that sta tistical \'icariance of dii
fl'rentl y orientcu moleculcs occurs in cach sitc of tht 
crystal, in a manner similar to that desc ribed in thi, 
journal for Fe3( CO ) 12.2 

From prdiminan ' Fourier projections along tht 
three axes, it is found, morconr, that oxygen atoms arC' 
approximately disposed a t the vertices of a regular 
icosahedron, ",ith an cdge of about 4.1 A. A twofold 
axis of the icosahedron coincides with tbe twofold axi~ 
(t t, z) so that the cllcumberment of yicariant mole
cules is the same as fa r as it is due to oxygen atoms. 

The only possible moue! of structure, for which thl 
positions founu for oxygen anel cobalt atoms correiat( 
\I'ith reasonablc requirements of stereochemica l charac· 
ter, is sho,,\'11 projected on thc ar plane, in Fig. 1. Th, 
corresponding prcliminary Fourier projection is shO\\'l1 
in Fig. 2. The molecule possesses a nOllcrysta llographit 

FIG. 3. Model of the molecul, 
of Co.(CO )J2 viewed down thl' 
threefold ( noncrystallo 
graphic) symmetry axis. 
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